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Aiken, SC 29808

Abstract The overall waste processing operation
has a time line measured in decades, with

A derailed, dynamic simulation model o£ a multitude of operational decisions
a 51-tank high level radioactive waste possibly having large cost implications
storage and processing complex is being for the later years. A detailed model of
developed using SPEEDUP TM software, the entire process was needed in order to
The initial model represents mass guide the decision process. An
_-an_fer, evaporation, precipitation, and incremental approach has been adopted
sludge washing unit operation processes for the development of such a model, with
in about one-third of the tank farm the initial focus being on those parts of

complex through the solution of more the tank farm operation that will provide
than of I000 coupled differential and the early feed to the DWPF.
algebraic equations. Eight discrete
chemical constituents are tracked A significant constraint during initial

throughout the unit operations, operation of the complex is the
maximization of available tank space, a

The model is built upon FORTRAN both quantity that varies in time and location.
automatically generated by SPEEDUP TM To track such a quantity accurately
to represent continuous processes, and requires a dynamic model. Thus the
custom-tailored by ourselves to control initial version of HLWTF the model
batched unit operations. The current provides sufficient detail to predict a
model requires under 4 CPU seconds per first-cut, overall response of the waste

: simulated day on a VAX 8810. Strategies processing operation with emphasis on
have been developed for expanding the detailed, time-dependent volume
model to the full rank farm complex, balances. Later versions will incorporate

more detailed representations of the

Introduction chemical processes.

The Savannah River (SR) High Level Waste The HLWTF model has been created using
Tank Farm (HLWTF) complex consists of the SPEEDUP TM software package
51 tanks (each approximately 1 million marketed by Aspen Technology (Aspen
gallons in capacity) used for both high 1993). SPEEDUP TM provides the
level radioactive waste storage and architecture upon which the model is

processing. The radioactive sludge and built, as well as the algorithms used to
salt cake in the tanks will form the feed solve the model equations. The user of

for the SR Defense Waste Processing the package employs a particular syntax
Facility (DWPF), a vitrification plant to specify the dynamic equations
which will process the waste into glass describing each of the unit operations
"logs", encapsulated in steel canisters making up the overall process, plus the
for ultimate storage in a federal connectivity betweentheunitoperations.
repository. The DWPF is currently SPEEDUPTM then automatically generates
undergoing cold chemical test runs in the FORTRAN required to model this
preparation for radioactive operations, continuous process. The discrete (as

opposed to "continuous"), batch-like



control operations are treated through closure condition (isothermal volume
custom-tailored FORTRANcreated by the bal_ce_
user and linked into the overall model.
The significance of this "continuous vs.

dV/dt = _ in Fin - _ out Fout (3)discrete" distinction will become clearer

below. The above represents J+2 equations in

Unit Ot_eration Models the J+2 unknowns (Xj, p, and V), _ith the
symbols defined at the end of the paper.

Within the SPEEDUPTM architecture, Eq. (3) is a very simple closure condition
for the initial, isothermal model. In the

models of unit operations are specified final, detailed model, the closure
separately from the connectiviW of the

condition would be provided by some sort
units. This allows the user to create only of state property function which relates pone "model" for each distinct type of unit
operation and then simply replicate that to the other variables (with temperature

added to the set).mc,del everywhere that the operation
occurs within the tank farm, which turns
out to be a quite efficient technique for The interface between this unit operation
building and maintaining a complex and those connected to it is provided bythe SPEEDUPTM STREAM definitions

model, which in effect supply the boundary

In the HLWTF model, the following conditions to the local unit model (e.g.,
reusable models have been created: the Pin, Fin, Xj,in, and Fout). The

evaporator (describing 4 "different" unit remaining unit output variables (Pout
operations), concentrate receipt tank (13 and Xj,out) are computed within the unit
units), evaporator feed tank (3 units), model by assuming perfect mixing in the
sludge washing tank ¢3 units), and slurry tank in order to create the output stream
mixer (2 units). The models are (if any is turned on).
automatically replicated within the
flowsheet simply by identifying several The actual implementation is somewhat
uniquely named unit operations with the more complex than the above three
same model name and prescribing the equations since multiple "phases" can
connectivity, exist in the tank (e.g., liquid supernate,

insoluble sludge, and precipitated salt

The model for an evaporator feed tank is cake). In that case, the equation triplet
a representative example of a simple is written for each "phase," with
volume balance process. There are three additional coupling equations modeling
fundamental dynamic equations: the dynamic transfer of mass from one

phase to another.

overall m_t:/sbalance SPEEDUPModel Imolementatlon

p dV/dt + V dp/dt =_ in Pin Fin- SPEEDUPTM provides a convenient
architecture for implementing a given

out Pout Four (1) model. For example, in its syntax Eq. (1)
would be cast in the following form:

i-th comoonent mass balance tank_density * Stank_volume +
tank_volume * Stank_density =

Xj p dV/dt + Xj V dp/dt + p V dXj/dt = density_in * flow_in -

in Pin Fin Xj,in - density_out * flow_out ; (4)

out Pout Fout Xj,out (2)
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Here "$" stands for the time derivative, This is to be followed by a repetition of
M;"identifies the end of the equation, and this recipe, either identically or with
the variables can be named anything that some changes in the details. Such a batch
makes sense to the developer. In the process is not conveniently described
example only one input stream and one with continuous equations, so this is
output stream are assumed. All the other where SPEEDUP TM becomes more
equations would cast into similar complicated rouse. The currentversion
constructs. In addition, the named can do no integer arithmetic: all
variables are identified as to TYPE (e.g., variables are real and continuous.
_volume, _ _density," etc.) for global
consistency checking, plus a STREAM The level control is easy to implement.
section defines the connectivity into and Control unit models can be built for the
out of the unit operation model, upstream and downstream sides of the

tank. The tank model passes the current

SPEEDUP TM goes through a translation level to each of the control units. Within
phase which scans the connectivity of the the control unit models, IF-THEN-ELSE
unit operations, converts the statements constructs can be used to compare the
in the Eq. (4) format into executable current level against level set-points and
FORTRAN, builds the sparse matrix that then determine what the flowrates are for
represents all the model equations the interface streams. Similarly,
collected together for simultaneous conditions from other tanks can be used
integration, generates the final FORTRAN to control the streams associated with the
solution algorithms which are to be subject tank.
executed, links together an executable,
and finally runs the simulation. In Control of the batch process in the tim._*
addition, it also supplies a convenient domain is less straightforward. The
post-run, point-and-click, plotting issues are how to trap and then use the
environment that aids in the analysis and time at which a discrete event occurs. In
documentation of the simulation results, our example, say we want to wait for
Essentially "all" that the model t_wait hours after the tank is full, then
developer needs to do is supply the start draining the tank by turning
model equations in the Eq. (4) format, valve_out from 0.0 to 1.0. In FORTRAN,
define the connectivity, and specify the we would simply initialize t_drain at
initial conditions and system some large number outside our expected

perturbations. SPEEDUP TM does the domain (e.g., 1000000.) and write:
rest.

IF (level .gt. hi_level_setpoint
Modelin_ The Process Control .and.

t_drain .gt. 999999.) THEN

As long as we are solving continuous t_drain--time + t_wait
equations like Eq. (1), then the modeler's ELSE
task is entirely simple and straight- t_drain--1000000.
forward. Unfortunately, no physically ENDIF
meaningful process is entirely IF (time. gt. t_drain) THEN
continuous. D,.'screte events occur, valve_out -- 1.0

ELSE

In the example of Eq. (1), we may want to valve_out -- 0.0
first fill the tank with the input flow ENDIF
streams until a prescribed level is
reached, then let the tank sit with no (We are ignoring the coding required to
flows crossing the boundary for a fixed shut off the drain flow after the low level
interval of time, and finally drain the limit is reached and the fill flow after
tank down to another prescribed level, the high level limit is reached.)



There is a SPEEDUP TM construct that rest of the SPEEDUPTM model to open and
would parallel the above patch of coding, close valves and set flow magnitudes at
However, the trap is that in the the propertimes.
SPEEDUP TM syn_x, only variables that
are differentiated may be initialized. The one constraint is that the customized
Thus we have to build L_drain into a FORTRAN has to tell SPEEDUP TM when

differential equation (i.e., create a "local the next execution of the EDI is to occur
clock'). After initializing L_drain to (i.e., the event control is from outside the
zero, the correct SPEEDUP TM syntax continuous model). That requires a
(remember, it is not yet FORTRA"_at this reasonable prediction when the next
point) analogous to the above coding significant discrete event is to occur so
would then read: that the correct processing can be

undertaken. When the batch recipe calls
IF level > hi_level_setpoint THEN for a multitude of competing events, the

St_drain= 1.0 FORTRAN coding needs to be fairly
ELSE sophisticated.

St..drain = 0.0

ENDIF ; An example of such a use of EDI is in the
IF t_drain > t_wait THEN sludge washing algorithms in the HLWTF

valve_out = 1.0 model In this part of the process, sludge
ELSE is loaded into two tanks. Depending on

valve_out-- 0.0 the chemical compositions and
ENDIF ; temperatures of the materials in the

tanks, corrosion inhibi_ors are added.
This SPEEDUP TM construct will perform Wash water is loaded into the first tank
the batch control as required, but at the and the tank contents mixed. At the
cost of creating an extra differential conclusion of this washing step, the
equation for the local clock. If a more water is transferred into the second tank
complex batch process is to be modeled for reuse in another wash step. The
with a multitude of event times in the spent wash water is transferred to an
recipe, a multitude of local clocks need evaporator feed tank. If the sodium
to be set up and tracked. The continuous content does not meet its criterion,
model can become unwieldy quite rapidly another wash cycle is initiated. Within
as it seeks to control a multiplicity of each cycle there are given delay times for
discrete events, tank agitation and settling. After this

batch meets its sodium content criterion,
Use of Customized FORTRAN the sludge is transferred to the DWPF

unit for vitrification processing, and an

Fortunately, there is a more elegant entirely new sludge batch, using a
solution to the problem of controlling different pair of tanks, starts into the
complex batch processes. Within the sludge washing process after a given
SPEEDUP TM architecture there is a delay time.

generalized facility called the External
Data Interface (EDI) which allows the This relatively conlplex batch process is
user to link customized FORTRAN into conveniently handled by our customized

the SPEEDUpTM-generated algorithms. FORTRAN via the EDI link. That
Thus all the complexities of batch FORTRAN determines when the wash
process control can be coded up in water additions occur, when and how
ordinary FORTRAN, with event tables, much inhibitor is to be added, when and
integer processing, externally read input how long the decants from the tanks
files, flexible initialization and occur. A pointer array decodes which
resetting of variables, etc. That part of the batch cycle the process is in
FORTRAN will then communicate with the and sends the coding to a subroutine that

models and controls that subprocess.



The finishing time for each subprocess is change significantly over various
stored, and tahe earliest such time defines intervals (depending on the events which
when the next EDI call-back to the are occurring) since SPEEDUPTM uses a
customized FORTRAN is to occur. In variable time-step integrator.
addition, the FORTRAN also allows the

user to define the batch control Some representative results are shown in
parameters at run time (or to simply use the figure below which tracks the sodium
the default values). The EDI feature in content changes during the washing

SPEEDUP TM has been both successful and process in the two sludge tanks and the
crucial to the development of complex evaporator feed tank. During the washing
batch processing models, cycle, Tank Atr __sfers its wash water to

Tank B, which [s clearly seen in the
Initial HLWTF Model Results decrease of the first's Na con_ent and the

increase of the second's. When the

The development of the HLWI_ model has decant passes to the feed tank, its Na
followed the Rapid Delivery philosophy mass fraction increases temporarily.
(Hough 1993): useful segments of the Overall the global Na inventory decreases
overall application are delivered to the as the washing and the evaporation
end user while implementation of the processes proceed. At 130 days, the

rest of the capability continues in second batch begins processing, thus
parallel. The customer's initial need was Tank A gets a new charge of Na. The
the capability to model the sludge dynamics in the processes are clearly

washing processes in the HLWTF. The evident. All this is typical of the
dynamics of washing can have a graphical output generated by
significant effect on pinch points in SPEEDUpTM: every model variable is
available tank farm space. Thus our first accessible to point-and-click selection.
delivered segment models in detail the
three tanks associated with the sludge Path Forward
washing process, plus the five tanks and
one evaporator associated with that Future segments of model development
system, will expand the detailed representation

to the other systems in the HLWTF which

The initial model is implemented in 1067 exist in the current model only in the
differential and algebraic equations, form of "black boxes" (i.e., the global
which are solved simultaneously by system connectivity is represented
SPEEDUP TM. The model tracks eight correctly, but the system is modeled only

"chemical components": H20, NO3- ' as a simple transfer function). In

OH-, NO2-, Ha + Cs +, miscellaneous addition, the chemical component list
' will be expanded in content and

lumped solubles, and lumped sludge. Per converted to a compound (rather than
the Rapid Delivery approach, this was the ionic) basis so that existing physical
minimal set of components deemed

property databases may be used.
necessary to predict both the amount of Radionuclide tracking will be added so
inhibitor to add during the washing that heat generation limits may be
process and the sodium content used as treated. The Rapid Delivery philosophy
the end-point criterion. The majority of will continue to guide our product
the equation set consists of algebraic development schedule. The next major

equations necessary to control the segment scheduled for delivery to the
process, many of those being IF-THEN- model customer is planned for mid-year
ELSE constructs. There are only 163 1994.
actual differential equations. Typical
runs on our VAX 8810 computer average
approximately 4 CPU seconds per
simulated day, though that time can



Eouation Symbols

p - average density in tank Aspen Technology, "SPEEDUP TM Release
V - volume occupied in tank 5.4 User Manual," Cambridge, btA, 1993.

Xj - mass fraction ofj-_ component
in rank D. Hough, "Rapid Delivery: An

in - sum over the input streams Evolutionary Approach for Application
Development," IBM Systems !ournal. Vol.

out- sum over the output s___ams 32, No. 3, 1993.
Pin - average density, i,-.put stream

Pout - average density, output stream Acknowled2emen t
Fin - volumetric flow, input stream

Four- volumetric flow, output stream The information contained in this paper
Xj,in- mass fraction ofj-th component was developed during the course of work

in an input stream done under Contract No. DE-ACO9-

Xj,out- mass fraction ofj-th component 89SR180935 with the U.S. Department of
in an output stream Energy.

j - component number (1 to J)
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HLWTF Model: Sodium Data
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